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  This book examines what occurs when we let the cycles of mother nature take precedent in 
the way we design through responsive creation of a small community on the banks of the Red River.  As 
architects in the 21st century, we have the ability to reclaim and successfully redevelop river sites that 
are responsive to time.  In response to overall rising water levels world wide, and to the increasing trend 
in extremely high annual floods locally, a solution to not fight against the water, but live in harmony 
with it becomes apparent.  What we have done so far does not work and technology allows us to explore 
the idea of reclaiming the river sites for a successful design of a small community.

Keywords:
 Rising Water, Technology, Land Reclamation

Abstract
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What occurs as the cycles of mother nature take precedence in the way we design?

Problem Statement
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Statement of 
Intent
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Typology-
 Micro-climate responsive community

Claim-
 As Architects, we can reclaim and successfully develop river sites that are responsive to mother nature

Premises-
 Actor- Architects
 Action- Reclaiming and developing river sites successfully and in a harmonious manner
 Acted upon- the river and the river bank sites

Theoretical Premise/Unifying Idea-
 Through successful reclamation and development of bought out and abandoned river sites, we respond in harmony to 
the built environment and the cycles of mother nature through our designs.

Project Justification-
 In response to overall rising water levels world wide and the increasing trend in extremely high annual floods locally, 
a solution to not fight against the water, but live in harmony with it becomes apparent.  What we have done so far does not 
work, and technology allows us to explore the idea of reclaiming the river sites for a successful design for a small community.
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Proposal
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Narrative

 “Changes in the spatial demands and wishes of city dwellers never happens in isolation, but in 
continuous interaction with other demands and wishes.  Now, in 2010, it is climate change and urban-
ization that exert the greatest pressure on the infrasctructure and the urban landscape” (Olthuis, 2010). 
The ability to reverse property buyouts in flood stricken regions, along with the utilization of technol-
ogy and knowledge in front of us, now allows for a successful development of the properties in a har-
monious manner.

 Urban development has its boundaries and limited resources.  With a town such as Fargo, N.D., 
which is enduring such extensive growth rates, engaging the properties along the Red River (Fargo’s 
eastern edge) can be explored, instead of avoiding the property.  We have the technology and informa-
tion pertinent to a succesful solution right in front of us, yet we still move away and give up.  A design 
that does not build above, fight against, or become temporal...but adapts as needed to fluctuating river 
levels.  “A strange idea?  Not for people who dare to think outside the box.  It is up to the climate 
change generation now” (Olthuis, 2010).
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User/Client 
Description

 This exploration is intended for those who desire a strong connection to nature on a day to day 
basis.  This micro community will be able to engulf and engage the inhabitants in the natural world, 
and enhancing daily living patterns of the public, while giving all the necessities and chosen luxuries 
of a “typical” home we are currently surrounded by.  Participation in community farming and main-
tenance of the overall community infrastructure creates daily interaction between inhabitants.  Peak 
usage will vary, depending on the residents who call this development home.
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Major Project
Elements

 All of the typical characteristics of a single family home will be utilized in designing these 
multi-family units with the floating foundation system being the key factor that will inform the design 
solution to come.  Spaces include kitchen, sleep, bath, dining, living, storage, garden, and contempla-
tion/outdoor spaces.  A large community garden space or outdoor gathering space is also integrated 
into the community.
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Site 
Information

 The site is located in the midwestern region of the United States of America.  In a micro context the site is 
located southeast of the corner of 40th Ave. S and University Dr. S. in Fargo, N.D.  The site consists of reclaimed 
properties that were bought out in the past by the city.  Geographically, it sits on a perfect ground elevation that can 
be explored and utilized ideally for this type of design.  It is on the edge of some major development and near what 
has become wilderness area from the reclaimed properties.

Midwest Region of the United States Fargo, N.D. (Cass County)
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Interstate 29

Downtown Fargo

Red River

Interstate 94

Site Location

Site Red River

South University Drive

Rose Creek
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Project 
Emphasis

 The emphasis of this thesis is to explore and interpret the appropriate and relevant technologies relating to 
develeping and inhabiting a site that is stricken by annual flooding.  The foundation and structure system will be 
examined extensively and will be an intrinsic part of the design process.  An overall masterplan with a section devel-
oped to its fullest extent will demonstrate the potential re-shaping of the riverscape in Fargo, N.D.
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Plan For
Proceeding

Research Direction

 The scope of the research will be conducted in a qualitative/quantitative manner.  Concentrations in 
case studies, project typology, site analysis, and programmatic requirements will take priority.

Design Methodology

 The qualitative/quantitative analysis utilyzing a mixed method approach is essential to discover and enable 
thorough and relevant research pertinent to the theoretical premise and unifying idea.  Graphic analysis, 
3D modeling, interviews, and archival data research will take precedent during this analysis.

Documentation of Design

 Compiling of the research and design work will occur weekly as completed.  The analysis and interpretation of 
that research and design will continue through the entire process.  A book will be located at the NDSU library and a 
digital copy will be retained for online access by scholars.
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Previous Studio 
Experience

Fall 2007 - Christenson
 - Tea House - Fargo, N.D.
 - Boathouse - Minneapolis, MN.
 - Mixed Use - Fargo, N.D.

Fall 2008 - Urness
 - Library - Moorhead, MN.
 - Center for Excellence - Fargo, N.D.

Fall 2009 - Ahmed
 - Mixed Use Highrise - San Francisco, CA.
 - KKE Instrument Competition

Fall 2011 - Wischer
 - Artefact

Spring 2008 - Srivastava
 - Baz-honein Case Study - Deir el Qamar, Lebanon
 - Downtown Residential - Fargo, N.D.

Spring 2009 - Ramsay
 - Donwtown Hotel - Chicago, IL.
 - Shaker Barn Renovation - New Lebanon, N.Y.

Spring 2010 - Kratky, Gleye, Booker
 - Slum redevelopment - Santo Domingo, D.O.
 - Marvin Windows Competition- Tanzania, Africa

Spring 2012 - Schwaen
 - Thesis
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Schedule
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Research Results
 Through successful reclamation and development of bought 
out river sites, we respond in harmony to the built environment 
and mother nature through our designs.  The current rate that 
Fargo, N.D. is growing at along with the way the city is develop-
ing outwards will only be sustained for so many years.  There are 
limits to the growth and creating a higher urban density will even-
tually be the only solution.  We have here in town, at many dif-
ferent locations, sites along the Red River than have been bought 
out by the city and abandoned due to forces of the River when it 
floods and threatens/damages the homes at those locations.  There 
is currently infrastructure both utilities and roads at most of these 
old sites that are still intact or could be reinstated for use again 
lending itself to an exploration for a successful development along 
the river.
 
 Locally we have had three “100 year” floods in less than 10 
years, all which have greatly affected the community.  Throwing 
millions of dollars at the flood fight effort every year for what only 
seems to be a temporary fix, that is by no means fool-proof, is 
not economically sustainable.  There is property along the river at 
many locations that can safely and successfully be inhabited while 
at the same time be developed into the cities permanent diking 
system harmoniously.  

http://www.psych.ndsu.nodak.edu/mccourt/Flood/flood5.JPG
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 This type of development can not only lend itself to com-
munities on the Red River, but to many different areas nation 
wide that are affected by changes in water levels.  With the cur-
rent trends in climate change world wide along with rising sea 
levels, adapting many of our current large cities on the coasts 
will have to be addressed in the not so distant future.

 Year after year, flood after flood, the city has yet to either 
agree on a solution or to come up with one to protect the city.   
There are many new technologies available to us not only as 
designers but at city planners also that can be integrated into a 
successful solution.  Some of it has to include the creation of a 
dike system but that dike system doesn’t need to be a barren and 
abandoned landscape devoid of life and inhabitants.  

 Looking to the Dutch and the way they have found to 
not only live on and near the water, but thrive economically in 
what most would consider undevelopable.  A vast majority of 
the economic development and industry in the Netherlands is on 
land that has been pumped dry and is constantly being pumped 
to keep is dry.  Instead of using a system of dikes and levees 
along with pump systems to inhabit these spaces, some of the 
local towns have started to “re-polderize” areas of their town 
and developing them in a new and much more sustainable way.

http://openbuildings.com/buildings/floating-house-in-pointe-au-baril-
profile-2196/media#!buildings-media/4
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 What some of these towns have done is allow certain areas to be reclaimed by the water by shutting down their pumps 
systems in that area and creating entire communities on that same piece of now submerged land that float on top of the water.  
The idea not only works and is efficient but is actually thriving and taking off world wide.  Living on and near the water is 
something the Dutch have found a solution to, so exploring the technology they offer I feel can greatly lend itself to a pos-
sible solution to the battle we have here in Fargo of living near the Red River. 
 
 Looking at the first case study in 
Ontario, Canada, it became very apparent 
that the cost of living on the water does 
not necessarily cost more than a tradition-
al home on land.  This private home lo-
cated on the water anchored near an island 
on Lake Huron is roughly 2,000 sq. ft. and 
is large enough to sustain a single family.  
 
 Keeping the overall weight of the 
structure minimal becomes an issue for 
this home as it uses pontoons for its bouy-
ancy, but many other structures that call 
water home actually use the basement or 
lower level as the positive bouyancy for 
the structure along with added pontoons if 
needed to assist in both bouyancy and the 
stability of the dwelling. http://inhabitat.com/dutch-floating-homes-by-duravermeer/duravemeer3/
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 The structures found through doing cases studies 
made it clear that using the basement level for the positive 
bouyancy creates a much more stable platform to inhabit 
and live on.  Also there is a general rule that most of these 
designers in the Netherlands use and that is to keep the 
structure wider than it is tall to keep the stability within rea-
sonable limits and to inhibit listing of the platform.  With 
the positive bouyancy coming from the level below the 
grade of the water the issue of weight reduction in design 
doesnt need to be such a priority and the overall size and 
weight can be dealt with by using the addition of secondary 
pontoons as floatation aids as needed.

 The issues of utility lines, power and plumbing have 
been addressed by the means of a common feed that goes 
through the floating walkway that connects all the dwell-
ings in a “re-polderized” neighborhood in the Netherlands.
In areas that are prone to freezing water around the founda-
tion of the homes, they have used a type of strip heating 
around the submerged level along with water pumps that 
can be activated to keep the water moving preventing it 
from freezing around the lower level and the platform sur-
rounding the home.
  http://buildlicious.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/223.jpg
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 There are many European countries and cities that have thrived near water for centuries and the majority of 
those cities were established and developed because of the utilization of the water as a means of travel for many pur-
poses.  Many of these cities with miles and miles of waterfront existed solely based off of the ease of trading goods 
and transporting those good by water.  With the advancements in technology in the past years, much more efficient 
means of both travel and trade have been developed that have caused a downturn in the economies and industries 
that used to flourish on these waterfront locations.  

 The abundance of abandoned warehouses and old industries on these waterfronts have caused some of these 
cities to not only look at possibilities of redeveloping these locations but many have already explored and began 
that process rather successfully by addressing their need to increase the local urban density.  Looking to these cities 
and areas of cities for inspiration for waterside planning not only for residential development, but for master plan-
ning and public spaces as well can inform the possibilities we have available to us here in the Red River Valley.  By 
creating residential developments on the banks of the Red River, informed by existing European examples, we can 
begin to create overall plans that integrate the diking system and diversion along with concepts that can add im-
mense quality to the riverscape development potential and generate added value for the Fargo region and surround-
ing areas.  

 Successful reclamation and development of bought out river sites has an amazing potential given the cor-
rectly educated approach and appropriate utilization of new technologies available to us as designers and master 
planners.  When looking at what the Europeans have done by means of their plans and concepts for redeveloping 
the riverscapes and waterscapes, the enrichment and rejuvenation of those areas becomes a great model to study and 
look towards.  The amount of life brought back into these once abandoned and derelict regions of cities is extremely 
notable as must not be ignored.
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 They face very similar dilemmas that are only going to be growing with the current trends in climate change 
and exponential world wide population growth.   The ability to provide single family housing, multi-family housing, 
retail locations, office spaces, along with possibly small light industrial buildings brings in not only residents to the 
area but businesses and industries as well.  Regional income opportunities and growth can add to the quality of life in 
a holistic sense that has the potential to truly re-invigorate and stimulate the local economy which is beneficial to all 
who call Fargo and the Red River Valley home.  

 With a very well thought out master plan for the re-development of the growing number of abandoned river 
properties, there is an immense opportunity to incorporate all that mixed-use into an amazing system of boardwalks 
and endless public space.  It then can tie together much of the Fargo region by means of pedestrian pathways woven 
through mixed-use possibly creating an entirely new face and way of living in a town currently at the mercy of mother 
nature and her beautiful yet unbelievably destructive fluid element.  
 
 Simply put we cannot ignore the direct relevance of what others have done and in reality done extremely suc-
cessfully.

 ~Simply put we cannot ignore the direct relevance of 
what others have done...
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Research Summary
 The priority that was established throughout this research focuses mainly on the foundation systems appli-
cable to local implementation here in Fargo, N.D.  Once again looking towards what has been done in Europe lately 
can greatly lend itself to an exploration of a community that can exist harmoniously throughout the cyclical pattern 
of mother nature.  Integration of a multi-family housing development into the diking system that is in the process of 
being planned and built is also at the fore front of this design process.  
 The amount of technical knowledge that has been revealed throughout this process relating to the floating 
homes has greatly informed and shaped the typological relevance along with its influence on the theoretical premise 
initial undertaken.  Ideally creating a master plan of the riverscape development which includes mixed-use buildings 
and a greenscape network inter-connecting parts of Fargo into a whole would be ideal but seems too large to un-
dertake without an immense amount of further research relating to urban design and master planning.  Creating and 
developing one area of the Red River bank as a model for what could be, along with looking at a system of green-
scapes and public pedestrian pathways, could situate itself as a great initial phase of taking these abandoned beauti-
ful properties from barren to vibrant and full of life.  
 An opportunity has presented itself through this research to begin a redevelopment of not only the riverscape 
here in Fargo, N.D., but to completely change to face of the Red River Valley as it currently exists.  Creating hous-
ing that engages daily social interaction of its residents, on the banks of Red River, in a manner that addresses the 
issue of flooding head on in a proactive educated scope leaves the outcomes undefined and unimaginable.  Multi-
family housing in a floodplain was the initial scope of this theoretical research. It now has been greatly focused, 
given direction, revealed necessity, and has had the plausibility of a harmonious solution to redeveloping abandoned 
river sites exposed.
 The influence that the waterside planning and development coming out of Europe has had on both the prob-
lem statement and unifying idea was not expected until this research began.  
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Case Studies
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Case Study 1
Private Home 2005
Ontario, Canada
Architect - MOS
1,960 Sq. Ft.
2 Floors - Steel & Timber
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Structure Circulation to Use

Geomertry Hierarchy

Massing Natural Light Plan to Section
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 This Dwelling is a private home located in Ontario, Canada and was built in 2005.  It is just under 2,000 sq. ft. over 2 
floors constructed mainly of timber framing and steel.  The program follows that of a typical single family home but the distin-
guishing factor that allows this design to inform my research is the fact that the house floats on Lake Huron near a small island.  
This study is similar to case study number 2 by means of the floating dwelling typology, however this design is for a single family 
and not for a larger group of individuals to inhabit.  It is extremely site specific and responds to the environment holistically from 
its initial conception all the way through the design and construction.  Following the cyclical changing of the seasons in the region 
and the overall environmental trends, the water levels of the site fluctuate drastically at times and the dwelling had to respond and 
adpat to those changes.
 One of the driving forces behind this design is keeping the structure light but rigid.  The large and wide footprint of the 
private home creates an area to allow for enough positive bouyancy to keep it not only afloat but stable and inhibit it from listing 
from uneven active loading.  The larger the footprint of these structures, creates more of an area to install pontoons for floatation 
and decreases the importance and concerns of designing in the lightest method possible.  
 The building envelope is made up mainly of cedar rainscreens and cladding to keep the exterior both visibly light and to 
break up the lateral wind loads on the home.  Some similar types of floating homes constructed in British Columbia, Canada actu-
ally use large cedar logs in place of the steel pontoons, assisted by 50 gallon steel drums to achieve the correct bouyancy.  Creat-
ing a natural exterior of the building that ages with time along with the environment really speaks to both the design and the site 
in a eco-concious manner. 
 The majority of the construction of this dwelling actually took place roughly 80 km away from the actual permenant site 
then towed to the site during the fall months.  Come winter time once the structure was in place, the rest of the building supplies 
and finish material was taken to the site by means of traveling on the frozen ice out to the island on Lake Huron.  
 The clients of this project had a desire to both live in nature and on the water.  There are people in the world who do not 
want a big house with many luxuries, but prefer to live in a simple manner, with strictly the necessities to survive.  These types of 
dwellings lend themselves to just that.  The technologies that exist in the world today need only be explored, selected, and com-
bined to address the needs of the client and be fitting and appropriate of the site that is chosen.  
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Case Study 2
Private Home 2008
Seattle, WA
Architect - Vandeventer+Carlander
2,800 Sq. Ft.
4 Floors - Limestone, Wood, Steel
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 My second exploration was looking at a single family home located in Seattle Washington that was built in 2008.  This 
study drew me in mainly as this was one of the first homes developed that was to be used as a model to create up to eight more at 
the same location on the water in Seattle on Lake Union.  Located on a dock site with many other floating homes the program and 
arrangement of spaces is done in a not so traditional manner but is specific to the site.  
 Compared to the first study this dwelling does not exist in isolation on an island but in an already developed community 
of other floating homes, or “house boats” as some would label them within a large metropolitan city.  This becomes a small com-
munity of single family homes on the water by developing not only waterfront properties but placing the properties on the actual 
water surface itself in turn increasing the density of the city without developing actual land.  A central utility feed runs within the 
dock network of the community along with a water source and waste water line.  In locales where the dwelling floats at an eleva-
tion lower than that of the land it is connected to, a type of small pumping station can be installed within the floating walkway to 
help with waste water transfer from the community or home into the city’s utility infrastructure.
 The program of spaces within this house is flipped rather by locating the public spaces on the second floor and the private 
spaces at the water level giving the public/entertaining spaces the best views along with direct access to the roof terrace.  
Another large difference between this floating home and the first case study is the utilization of the basement level which is below 
water level as both the positive buoyancy for the home along with creating usable space.  A structural and water-tight basement 
level acts very similar to the hull of a ship by displacing water and creating “lift” on the home. By doing this they are removing 
the need for pontoons to act as the flotation and creating space that is ideal for mechanical systems, storage, laundry, along with 
guest bunk rooms and an accompanying bathroom.  
 Through looking at this case study along with others that use similar basement foundations that act as the buoyancy, it 
became obvious that this type of flotation does not create design parameters around the overall weight of the structure and can 
allow for more traditional building methods.  Without those parameters that can sometimes take precedents in the design phase, 
a smaller building footprint can be engaged along with development on bodies of water that don’t allow for large structures to be 
built.  An overall understanding that it is best to keep the width of the entire structure less than the height was reached.  It creates 
a stable platform to inhabit despite waves and lateral movement in the water, and in turn keeps the structure somewhat static and 
“list-free”.  
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Case Study 3
Social Housing  2003-05
Iquique, Chile
Architect - Elemental
538 Sq. Ft. per Unit
3 Floors
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 The third case study is multi-family housing located in Iquique, Chile that was constructed from 2003-2005.  This study 
looks at the other relevant research topic in regards to multi-family developments and not the typology of a floating structure.  
Looking at how to achieve an increased density and what an ideal density may be, while still not over-crowding the site is at the 
forefront of this community’s design.  
 The development consists of many multi-family structures typically housing between 3-5 families in each individual 
grouping.  The surface area of the groupings, or “pods” was explored in relation to the number of families it could contain for 
the sake of keeping overall material cost as low as possible.  Each individual residence took advantage or building up instead of 
spreading out as both density influenced this as well as keeping public outdoor space available throughout the development.  By 
building up it keeps very distinct load bearing walls more or less continuous from ground level to roof maximizing both its in-
terior space and keeping that space usable.  The structure is load bearing concrete and masonry block walls with cast-in-place 
concrete slab floors.  The intention of the rather rudimentary plan layout was to allow for future expansion if necessary to accom-
modate the resident’s spatial needs.
 Interior spaces of each residence are fitted with the necessities both technically and spatially speaking.  Nothing more and 
nothing less.  Modern day luxuries as most would perceive take a back seat to simply having a quality of life and a social connec-
tion to others.  The idea was to once again keep the cost down, but also to limit the amount of maintenance that may be required 
as the building ages.
 Public outdoor space and gathering space make up roughly 40% of the development which include community gardening 
areas.  Interaction between the residents of this development becomes a part of daily life.  Both that interaction on a neighborhood 
scale combined with the interaction of the opportunities the city has to offer can lend itself to strengthening the family economy.  
The arrangement of the pods of residences allows for a variety of outdoor spaces including private, semi-private, and public 
space.  
 There are other multi-family developments that were explored and considered as fields of further study however the shape, 
structure, and overall goals of this project in Chile lent itself more relevant in a holistic sense to the issues that seem to be the un-
derpinnings of problem trying to be addressed.
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Typological Summary
 
 The most important factor leading the research of these case studies was looking at the issue of living on water and the 
methods employed to do it successfully and safely.  Secondly looking at successful developments of multi-family housing and the 
driving forces that led to those designs.  Through my research I have been able to inform and adapt my theoretical premise/unify-
ing idea by means of the information gathered when looking at multi-family housing.  The multi-family housing studies further 
enforced the need for a successful development of a micro community but changed the way I initially viewed what that type of 
housing really consisted of.  
 When looking at the two case studies of the floating homes, it became obvious that the two different types of floating 
foundations favored, and were reasonably chosen for their specific site, mainly in regards to the climate differences of each.  The 
pontoon type floating foundation system was more favorable in climates that were prone to the water it floated on freezing, how-
ever some new technologies were also uncovered during this exploration that would allow for a submerged basement foundation 
to be used successfully in either climate with no inherent issues.  
 By using the pontoon flotation system, there is a not necessarily a loss of space happening as much as the site may not be 
efficiently utilized by not creating inhabitable space below the level of the water.  It was found that by using a basement founda-
tion as the primary source of buoyancy for the dwelling, that you not only gained usable space, but it allowed for a larger above 
surface structure to be built.  It also creates a much more stable platform to inhabit along with being able to locate non-essential 
functions of the building program in that lower level space that is created which in turn opens up more space above water grade 
for the more desirable and primary functions of the building.  
 It has been made very clear through these two studies that the foundation system chosen will absolutely take precedence 
from the beginning of the design phase to come.  Many of the technical aspects of living on the water that some would consider 
“problematic” compared to a typical land dwelling, have been uncovered through these studies.  In some ways a floating founda-
tion may be able remove some issues associated with a typical foundation on land particularly in climates with extreme variation 
including the freeze/thaw cycle and the heaving/settling that can become problematic to the foundations.  
 Some of the qualities of a dwelling on land that we have been so accustomed to will not necessarily have to be given up 
when living on or near the water, but there are certain issues that have arose from these studies that will need to be addressed.
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 The study of the multi-family developments were not so informative in a quantitative manner as they were qualitatively. 
Looking at the economical, cultural, and social context of the developments take precedence in they way they were designed and 
overall laid out.  I feel the local culture and social environment in a study of this building typology are intrinsic in executing a 
successful design.  The study of the single family homes on the water required mainly addressing how family member interact, 
but with a multi-family development it is all about how multiple families interact on a daily basis that has the possibility to greatly 
add to the quality of life of its inhabitants.
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Goals of the Thesis 
Project

 I am striving for this thesis project to be above and beyond what I have ever been able to execute during my design 
education here at NDSU.  By utilizing all of the technical and intellectual knowledge I have accumulated during my studies, 
I anticipate my finest work.  I hope to establish and fully investigate the theoretical premise that I have cultured up to this 
point and leave both future students and other researchers with a valuable and in depth exploration into this unique typol-
ogy to further their own investigations.  Constant refinement of my thesis during this process is essential to execute up to 
my best ability.  By means of a fully developed thesis in its entirety, including the theoretical premise, proposal, and profes-
sional presentation, my academic intentions with this exploration will be fully followed through with.

 Through this collective and cohesive thesis project I intend to develop both my technical and intellectual abilites up 
to a level never reached before during my education here at NDSU.  The skills developed will help me in my future career 
path and will allow me to bring a skill set above and beyond what is expected out of a graduate level degree in architecture 
to a professional design firm.
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Site Analysis
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 The site many years ago had small homes from the early 1900’s on it and some of the old existing foundations and footprints 
of the buildings can be found there.   Those old foundations that have been flooded over almost every spring, along with all the mud 
and debris that wash into the site have covered all but one corner of one old foundation.  To the east side of the site where the highest 
elevation on the site is found, is where newer homes within the past 30-40 years had been constructed, however during the last few 
major floods, the city has offered the home owners buyouts on their properties and the 4 homes that were there are not demolished 
and the properties are mainly covered in wild native grasses and vegetation.
 The views from the site are very unique in regards to the rest of Fargo.  The northern side of the site is the heavily wooded 
area on a peninsula with amazing views across Rose Creek to parkland heavily over grown with large trees and undergrowth at 
ground level.  Overlooking the Red River from the East side of the site, which also can be experienced from the high point near the 
center of the site, the east bank of the river heavily wooded is Moorhead, MN.  To the south of the site is an older home along with a 
windmill roughly 40 feet high on that same property.  The entry into the site also comes in from the south end.  To the west is a large 
field of native grasslands that runs up against a sidewalk for pedestrian traffic running parallel to South University Drive.
 Up to 80% of the site gets direct and very intense sunlight for most of the year with the northern tip of the site that is heavily 
wooded offers some relief and shading along the slopes down to the Rose Creek.
 There is an abundance of visible water on the site from both the Red River to the east and Rose Creek to the north creating a 
border of roughly half the site being flowing water.  During the summer the Red and Rose flow at an average and tolerable rate, how-
ever during the winter months both of the bodies of water freeze over.  Come spring time is when the water can flood and rise very 
rapidly and encroach and cover a large portion of the site.  The running water does appear to be the cleanest as it tends to pick up and 
move much of the silt and mud on the bottom of the river, but the water is not considered heavily polluted.  Not of drinking standards 
but does not pose any sort of health risk from coming in contact with the bodies of water themselves.
 The site can tend to be very windy at times which is very typical of the Fargo region.  Some areas of the site in the heavy veg-
etation and wooded area provide some cover but prevailing winds from the southwest of the site and air movement up the red river 
corridor don’t allow for much reprieve from the wind.
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 The site currently is open to the public and most of the human use right now consists of some local sportsmen who enjoy the 
site and the fishing the river has to offer where these two flowing bodies of water meet.  The entry onto the site from the south is also 
the only access for the one homeowner along with any fisherman who drive to the location.
 The main distress on the site is the flooding that happens almost on an annual basis to some degree.  There is a decent amount 
of erosion that occurs mainly on the bends in Rose Creek along with some dying trees both upright and fallen down. The mud and 
silt that are washed in during the flood cover a portion of the site as the flooding water level recedes, however the nutrients that are 
brought to the vegetation only seem to aid in native plant species thriving on the site.  The clay found in the region has a heavy ten-
dency to shrink and swell in cycles creating a need to drive pilings for any substantial structure roughly 105 feet down into the ground 
until a firm layer of glacial drift can be found.
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1-  South University Drive

2-  Univ. Bridge @ Rose Creek

3-  El Cano Dr. (Vehicular 
entry to Site)

4-  Existing parking/turn-
around

5-  Red River (north flow)

6-  Moorhead, MN

7-  Rose Creek (point of 
entry into the Red River)

8-  Existing house south of 
site

9-  Windmill south of site

10- Past city buyout 
properties

11- Dense Vegitation

12- Developed garden area

13- Pedestrian path to summer
fishing area

Base Map
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Section 
Character
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Site
Character

A

B

The north edge of the site on the bank of Rose Creeak is heavily eroded 
and continues to be shaped by the flowing water into the Red River.
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Slope
Analysis
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W S E

N

Site 
Reconnaissance
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Climate Data
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Solstice Jun 21

Apr 19/Aug 23

Equinoxes
Mar 20/Sep 22

Feb 18/Oct 22

Solstice Dec 22
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Blue = Greater than 10% North-facing slope    Black = South University Drive and the sole source of noise 
          on the site coming from the west
Yellow = Greater than 10% South-facing slope

Red = Flat/less than 2% Slope
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Interaction 
Matrix
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(Space Allocation)

Parking
Entry

Garden
Outdoor
Storage
Dining
Living

Sleep Primary
Sleep Secondary

Kitchen
Public Bath

Private Bath

Programmatic Requirements
(Per Residence)

1 Space
50 Sq. Ft.

N/A (Shared)
N/A (Shared)

50 Sq. Ft
145 Sq. Ft.
260 Sq. Ft.
220 Sq. Ft.
185 Sq. Ft.
155 Sq. Ft.
65 Sq. Ft.
85 Sq. Ft.

1,215 Total Sq. Ft.

(Quantity)

5
5

Shared
Shared

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

(Development Totals)

30
1,500

Shared
Shared
1,500
4,350
7,800
6,600
5,550
4,650
1,950
2,550

36,450 Total Sq. Ft.

(6 Per Structure)

6 Spaces
300 Sq. Ft.

N/A (Shared)
N/A (Shared)

300 Sq. Ft
870 Sq. Ft.

1,560 Sq. Ft.
1,320 Sq. Ft.
1,110 Sq. Ft.
930 Sq. Ft.
390 Sq. Ft.
510 Sq. Ft.

7,290 Total Sq. Ft.
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Public Private
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Design Solution
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 ~The term “sustainable development” is a contradiction in terms.  We can have no kind of development.  We’ve 
gone much too far— what we need is a sustainable retreat from the mess that we’re now in.         - James Lovelock
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